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COVID-19 VIRUS - MESSAGE TO KARTING VICTORIA, KARTING SA AND CLUBS 

23 November 2020 

 

Good Afternoon Everyone, 

 

After the chaos of last week in South Australia, the road looks to be clearing in both that State and Victoria with both 

Premiers making some positive announcements across the weekend in regard to Restrictions. 

 

For Karting Victoria and affiliated Clubs, the Public Health Direction that has been published overnight is summarised 

for the sport of karting as follows: 

• Upcoming events can see Classes/Groups return to the Grid Capacity at the respective circuits. 

• Larger Clubs will need to consider the maximum number of people permitted on site, which is 500 under the 

current Public Health Direction. 

o From our experience throughout this Pandemic, Host Clubs will reach this maximum number of 500 

people at a venue if they receive approximately 140-150 entries.  

§  If you expect this to be the case at your upcoming event, it is recommended that you work 

through the solutions with Karting Victoria and consider concepts such as running various 

classes on one day and other classes the next, or morning and afternoon sessions (which can 

be a little more challenging to manage). 

 

Restricted Activity Directions (Victoria) (No 2) 

Indoor sport or physical recreation facility, outdoor sport or physical recreation facility, personal training facility or 

cardio or strength training facility — outdoor physical recreation and outdoor community sport 

(4) A person who owns, controls or operates a facility under subclause (2)(a) (indoor sport or physical 

recreational facility), (2)(b) (outdoor sport or physical recreational facility), (2)(c) (personal training facility) 

or (2)(d) (cardio or strength training facility) in the State of Victoria may operate that facility for the purposes 

of outdoor physical recreation and outdoor community sport (in accordance with clause 6) by members of 

the public if: 

(a) all outdoor physical recreation and outdoor community sport is conducted in an outdoor 

space (and not at a member of the public’s ordinary place of residence); and  

(b) the number of members of the public permitted in the outdoor space at any time is 

limited to the lesser of:  

(i) the number permitted by the density quotient;  

(ii) or 500; and 

(c) the number of members of the public permitted in each group, class or session at any 

time is limited to the lesser of: 

(i) the number permitted by the density quotient; and 

(ii) 50; and 

(iii) in the case of outdoor community team sport, the minimum number of 

members of the public required to play the sport; and 

(iv) a reasonable distance can be maintained between each group, class or session 

at all times; and  

6 Community sport 

A person may only participate in a community sport in the State of Victoria if:  

(1) no more than the minimum number of members of the public required to conduct the sport 

participate in the activity; and 

(2) no more than 20 members of the public participate for individual events conducted in an indoor 

space; and 

(3) no more than 50 members of the public participate for individual events conducted in an outdoor 

space. 

Example: running and cycling are individual events.  
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In South Australia, no Community Sport is permitted at the current point in time.  It is expected that this restriction 

will lift on December 1, however, this is dependent on further announcements from the South Australian 

Government. 

Once the new Emergency Management Direction is published, we will work through the details and advise. 

 

Best Regards and Stay Safe 

 

Kelvin O’Reilly 

Chief Executive Officer 


